
 
 



The birth of
ReWorld

 
Feels like this startup is creating me, not like I am creating it.
 I was a Hi-Tech employee and wrote a post "does it bother anyone that
we're using so many single use plastic cups? I thought IL high tech is
supposed to be an intelligent industry". I was overwhelmed by the
thousands of comments, likes, people sending me messages, thanking me
for starting this revolution. It was nice to know there was one! 
So I realised this is an underlined issue, just waiting to burst. A short
analysis and some effort allowed me to enrol over 400 hi-tech IL
companies to Go_Green with YarokTech community. Now the same UX
methods will be implemented during the upcoming climate change crisis,
in which ReWorld is intended to assist. Helping companies saving costs, in
green ways, while promoting their green actions online, can literally
change the world, since millennial employees are everywhere. They all
care and want a change, and companies are willing to pay and make a
green effort because of that. When green changes are everywhere, the
rest of the people will naturally follow this social norm. So I've decided to
digitise this process, since green businesses can help save our kids' world.
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Current status

 

Problem - POC
Product - Mockup

 



 



The Problem
ENV I RONMENTA L  I M PAC T  A F F E C T S

S TAKE  HOLDER S  SA T I S F AC T I ON

MILLENNIAL EMPLOYEES WISH TO IDENTIFY

WITH THE ORGANISATION'S CORE VALUES.

CLIMATE CRISIS IS ALREADY STARTING TO

AFFECT ECONOMY - MARKET DEMANDS

GREEN BUSINESSES.

SHARE HOLDERS & ESG INVESTMENT

CRITERIA



FYI: Hypothesis - Climate crisis & problem will aggravate 

 
"CLIMATE CHANGE IS ALREADY HAVING
SUBSTANTIAL PHYSICAL IMPACTS AT A

LOCAL LEVEL; 
 

THESE IMPACTS ARE LIKELY TO GROW,
INTENSIFY, AND MULTIPLY" 

{JAN 2020, PG.8}

U.N. REPORT:
 

"A.1. HUMAN ACTIVITIES ARE ESTIMATED
TO HAVE CAUSED APPROXIMATELY 1.0°C

OF GLOBAL WARMING ABOVE PRE-
INDUSTRIAL LEVELS, WITH A LIKELY
RANGE OF 0.8°C TO 1.2°C. GLOBAL

WARMING IS LIKELY TO REACH 1.5°C
BETWEEN 2030 

AND 2052 IF IT CONTINUES TO INCREASE
AT THE CURRENT RATE. "(HIGH

CONFIDENCE) (FIGURE SPM.1) {1.2}



The Solution

ReWorld is the perfect green bench-marking tool that allows CRSs to

communicate better with stake holders. It helps companies to save costs, while

saving CO2 emissions. It simply tells you what to do, in a fun & digital way.

 

In the platform you find all the links to relevant suppliers so you save time &

effort, you and your employees can follow KPI progress in an awesome way.

 

Once you've accomplished any green action, ReWorld publishes it in existing

social media platforms so you can rightfully get all the credit you deserve, while

saving marketing & employer branding budget, increasing employee retention.

GREENSPIRATIONLA GO_GREEN TOOL



When you strive to 100%, no matter what you do, it always just feels like it's not

enough - "better is good's worst enemy".

Psychological barrier of "drop in the ocean" sense, leads to a "let's just be done with

it" set of mind nowadays, or completely prevents green actions.

Greenification Process currently requires attention, effort, costs & time

Social public criticism - after all the hard work, the organisation almost only gets

criticism ("green wash")

Due to high standards, most companies don't even start the process - hence the

ones that do, are indeed like a drop in the ocean. That's a hazardous cycle of a "drop

in the ocean" self fulfilling prophecy. 

Breaking the vicious cycle:

 

 

When everyone will see all around that everyone cares, they will naturally do more.

This is why even if companies will only do a little, it can create major psychological

perception change, which in turn will lead to bigger change in more areas.
 

The impact " AN  OCEAN  OF  GREEN  DROPS "  

NEW  SOC I A L  NORM

20% 
do 

        80%

80% 
do 

        20%



GAM I F I C A T I ON

It's fun to save the world!

NEW YORK SAVED 0.3 MORE GAS EMISSIONS
TODAY, HOW DO YOU WANT TO SHAPE 2MORO?

GREAT JOB! YOU JUST SAVED 1% CO2
EMISSIONS OMG!

POSTS BY REWORLD ON SOCIAL MEDIA

EMAIL ANNOUNCEMENT TO EMPLOYEES 



Go To Market strategy - Bottom up

ReWorld aims to help greenfluencers from all over the world in initiating

green actions in their offices.

 

It does not offer an ESG "stamp", yet it gives social approval for initiating

the process.

 

Grow and penetrate strategy is via green employees, they send their

HR/COO the easy and free ReWorld ToDoList. 

 

To get next phase list and public exposure for their actions, companies

may upgrade their accounts so to have yearly subscriptions. 

 



ROAD  MAP

"Chance favours
the prepared"

2020 - MVP (OPEN SOURCE)

2021-2022 MEDIUM BUSINESSES

2023 ENTERPRISES 

2024-2025 SME

2026 + EU & CN

2019 - POC



MONE T I S A T I ON

 

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS

ADVERTISEMENT - THE

GREENER THE PRODUCT, THE

BIGGER THE EXPOSURE

AFFILIATE LINKS TO GREEN

SUPPLIERS

VOUCHER FOR PURCHASING

GREEN GIFTS

GREEN DATA ONE FOCAL POINT

B2B GREEN PRODUCTS SHOP



COMPE T I TOR S

 

social
platform
groups

D I R EC T

 

I N D I R E C T



Our Vision

According to psychological research evidence, people are affected by social

norms. Taking into account that a massive % of the world's population go to

the office in everyday life, green actions in offices will offer the fastest,

cheapest and most effective green education to our world population. 

 

It may be true that initially companies start this process due to economic

interests, yet, psychological research supports the concept of cognitive

dissonance and suggest that our beliefs follow our actions ("fake it till you

make it").

 

When we apply the 20/80 concept, not only that we have a bigger impact as

a society, but companies' Go_green processes have more room for green

growth. This is aligned with the global increasing demand for greener

industries due to climate change. We might not be able to solve it, but we

intend to play a big part of the solution. 

CREATING GREEN SOCIAL NORM IN OFFICES



CONTAC T  US

LEE GAVISH

Founder

 

 
FULLSTACK DEVELOPER

 

6+ YEARS BUSINESS

DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE

 

 

SCHUTZLEE@GMAIL.COM


